PERFECT SOUND DEMANDS A PERFECT FIT

AT KLIPSCH WE BELIEVE THE LISTENING EXPERIENCE DOESN'T STOP WITH THE SPEAKERS. EVERYTHING FROM ACOUSTIC QUALITY, TO COMFORT, TO FUNCTIONALITY IS ENGINEERED TO GIVE YOU THE ULTIMATE SOUND EXPERIENCE. THIS MENTALITY LED OUR TEAM TO MAKE A SIMPLE, YET SURPRISING DISCOVERY. LOOKING AT 3D EAR MODELS, OUR ENGINEERS LEARNED WHILE ALL EARS ARE DIFFERENT, OUR EAR CANALS SHARE A COMMON OVAL SHAPE. THIS EXTENSIVE RESEARCH LEAD TO THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST OVAL EAR TIP, DESIGNED TO NATURALLY FIT YOUR EAR AND ISOLATE AMBIENT NOISE. AVAILABLE IN MULTIPLE SIZES FOR CUSTOMIZED COMFORT, KLIPSCH IS THE ONLY HEADPHONE BRAND ON THE MARKET TO FEATURE PATENTED OVAL COMFORT-FIT EAR TIPS. IT'S ANOTHER PROUD CHAPTER IN OUR LEGACY OF PROVIDING THE PERFECT LISTENING EXPERIENCE.
THE IMAGE S4 HEADPHONES OFFER SUPERIOR SOUND DESIGN THANKS TO AN EXCLUSIVE DUAL MAGNET DRIVER. THE INCREDIBLE NOISE ISOLATION ALLOWS YOU TO PUT THE CONCERT IN YOUR CRANIUM. THE S4 HEADPHONES WORK WITH ALL MP3 DEVICES TO DELIVER SMOOTH SOUND AND ENHANCED BASS. OUR CORDS HAVE BUILT IN STRAIN RELIEF AND OUR EARPHONES HAVE ANGLED NOZZLES FOR A MORE COMFORTABLE, DURABLE LISTENING EXPERIENCE.
GIVE YOUR ITUNES® PLAYLIST A PERFORMANCE UNLIKE ANY OTHER WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY SOUND OF THE IMAGE S4i HEADPHONES SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR YOUR FAVORITE APPLE DEVICES. OUR EAR TIPS CREATE A PERFECT SEAL, LETTING YOU ENJOY THE FULL SPECTRUM OF SOUND. A 3-BUTTON REMOTE AND DIRECTIONAL MIC ALLOW FOR FULL MUSIC AND VOICE CONTROL AND HANDS-FREE PHONE CALLS.
Engineered for Android™ smartphones, the Image S4A headphones have been designed to let you experience every detail of your favorite music. From deep bass to sparkling highs, our noise-isolating in-ear headphones create the perfect seal to play your passion loudly. Use the Klipsch Control app to command your music and phone calls with the single-button remote and mic on our tangle resistant, flat cables.

Take the tour with you.
LISTEN WITHOUT LIMITS

UTILIZING TOUGH RUBBER MOLDINGS THAT RESIST MOISTURE AND PROTECT THE KLIPSCH SOUND, THE IMAGE S4i RUGGED HEADPHONES PUT YOU FRONT-ROW, CENTER, ANYWHERE. X-LARGE, 3-BUTTON REMOTE AND DIRECTIONAL MIC LET YOU EASILY CONTROL PLAYLISTS AND PHONE CALLS WHETHER WEARING GLOVES OR SIMPLY ON THE GO. CUSTOMIZE YOUR CONCERT EXPERIENCE WITH YELLOW, ORANGE, BLUE AND RED COLOR OPTIONS.
ENGINEERED TO STAY PUT DURING YOUR MOST RIGOROUS WORKOUT, THE A5i SPORT UTILIZES A FLEX WIRE DESIGN TO LET YOU CUSTOMIZE YOUR FIT AND SEAL. WITH AROUND-THE-EAR-FORM, THE A5i SPORT IS BUILT STRONG WITH DURABLE KEVLAR ARMORED CABLES, BUT GENTLY WRAPS AROUND YOUR EAR FOR A LIGHT, COMFORTABLE FIT. NOW YOU CAN TAKE YOUR MUSIC AND CALLS WHERESOEVER THE ROAD, TRAIL OR TREADMILL TAKE YOU.
BUILT WITH A CERAMIC DESIGN THAT'S HAND-POLISHED AND FIRED FOR OVER 5 DAYS AT 2,700 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT, THE IMAGE X7i HEADPHONES Feature AN UNPARALLELED STYLE AND STRENGTH MATCHED ONLY BY THE LEGENDARY KLIPSCH SOUND. FULL-RANGE BALANCED ARMATURE DRIVERS DELIVER REALISTIC BASS, CLEAR MIDS AND CRISP HIGHS WHILE OUR CERAMIC DESIGN AND FLAT, TANGLE-RESISTANT CABLES OFFER SUPERIOR STRENGTH. A 3-BUTTON REMOTE AND MIC ALLOWS FOR FULL MUSIC, VOICE AND PHONE CALL CONTROL ON SELECT APPLE PRODUCTS.
IMAGE® X10i®

THE FLAGSHIP IMAGE X10i HEADPHONES DELIVER THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF SONIC CLARITY, WITH LIFELIKE MIDS AND HIGHS AND THE DEEP, CLEAN BASS AUDIOPHILES LOVE. WITH A 3-BUTTON REMOTE AND DIRECTIONAL MIC, YOU’LL HAVE NO PROBLEM STAYING IN COMMAND OF SONGS AND PHONE CALLS ON YOUR FAVORITE APPLE DEVICES. IT’S NOT ONLY OUR SMALLEST, LIGHTEST IN-EAR DESIGN, IT’S OUR GREATEST PERFORMANCE YET.
YOU ARE THE VENUE

DESIGNED SO YOU CAN RELISH IN EVERY DETAIL OF YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC, THE KLIPSCH IMAGE ONE HEADPHONES OFFER SUPERIOR COMFORT AND IMPECCABLE SOUND. PROFESSIONAL-GRADE, LEATHER-WRAPPED, FOAM EAR CUPS PROVIDE PREMIUM COMFORT AND NOISE ISOLATION AND CAN EASILY FOLD FOR TRAVEL AND STORAGE. DURABLE, TANGLE-RESISTANT CABLES KEEP YOU CONNECTED TO YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS, WHILE A 3-BUTTON REMOTE AND MIC KEEP YOU IN CONTROL OF PLAYLISTS AND PHONE CALLS.

Made for iPod □ iPhone □ iPad
UNLEASH YOUR PLAYLIST WIRELESSLY

IMAGE® ONE BLUETOOTH®

WITH HI-FI BLUETOOTH® (A2DP + APTX®) CAPABILITIES AND ONE-OF-A-KIND KLIPSCH SOUND, THE IMAGE ONE BLUETOOTH® HEADPHONES BRING YOU CLOSER TO THE CONCERT NO MATTER HOW FAR YOU GO. A RECHARGEABLE BATTERY LETS YOU STREAM YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS AND ENJOY PHONE CALLS FOR 10 HOURS, WHILE A DIRECT CONNECT AUDIO CABLE GIVES YOU AN OPTIONAL WIRED CONNECTION. OUR PROFESSIONAL-GRADE, LEATHER-WRAPPED, FOAM EAR CUPS PROVIDE PREMIUM COMFORT AND NOISE ISOLATION, AND EASILY FOLD FLAT INTO THE HEADBAND FOR COMPACT STORAGE AND TRAVEL. CONTROLS AND MIC FOR THE MUSIC AND CALL FUNCTION ARE ERGONOMICALLY PLACED ON THE EAR CUP SO YOU CAN EXPERIENCE THE CONCERT EASILY AND ANYWHERE.
MODE™ M40™

STYLED AFTER THE HIGH-FASHION SUNGLASSES OF ITALY, THE MODE M40 HEADPHONES ARE MADE WITH INNOVATIVE GRILAMID® MATERIAL FOR DURABLE, DEPENDABLE LISTENING ON THE GO. SLEEK, STYLISH AND SOPHISTICATED, THESE HEADPHONES UTILIZE ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION AND SUPERIOR KLIPSCH ACOUSTICS TO SEAL IN THE LEGENDARY SOUND. EXPERIENCE YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS UNINTERRUPTED WITH 45 HOURS OF ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION ON A SINGLE BATTERY, OR USE WITHOUT BATTERY AS A STEREO HEADPHONE. THE MODE M40 HEADPHONES ALSO FEATURE 2 DETACHABLE, HI-FI INSPIRED CABLES THAT FIT ANY DEVICE WITH A 3.5 MM HEADPHONE JACK.